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Opera Now captures the drama, colour and vitality of 
one of the most powerful of all the performing arts. In 
our print and digital issues, we showcase the creative 
spirit of opera, both on stage and behind the scenes, 
with profiles of opera companies, singers, directors and 
designers. Our in-depth features reflect how diverse 
cultural elements have influenced opera, including 
travel, history, literature, art, architecture, politics and 
philosophy.

Opera Now’s lively reviews and opinion pages are 
a platform for writers and critics drawn from across 
world. Our aim is to inspire our opera-loving readers to 
broaden their knowledge and deepen their passion for 
this fascinating and stimulating artform.

THE EDITOR
Ashutosh Khandekar has been Editor 
of Opera Now since 1997. During this 
time, he has attended more than 1,600 
live performances of opera 
from grass-roots to the 
glamorous. A former choral 
scholar and a ‘useful’ tenor, 
Ash is passionate about 
singing and is enthralled 
by opera’s power to 
fathom our profoundest 
emotions and capture 
our human drama.

THE MAGAZINE
Renée Fleming      Cover feature
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Cover feature      Renée Fleming

An ageless

MICHAEL PÖHN

art Renée Fleming is one of the most loved 
and beautiful divas of our day. Her creamy lyric soprano voice has made her an 
ideal exponent of music by Mozart and Strauss, and most of the French repertoire. With the intelligence and acute self-knowledge characteristic of her, she recently chose to move on from some of her calling-card roles in favour of new roles and new music. She is as busy as ever, reinventing her life and career in new and somewhat unexpected ways. In fact, Fleming’s life is a masterclass in how to take account of passing time, as she explores new outlets for her talents and energies in ways that ensure an exciting and rewarding life on many levels.

These days, her focus is on concert and operatic world premieres composed for her, forays into American musicals both classic and contemporary, and forging new artistic partnerships with musicians such as Evgeny Kissin, with whom she will tour Europe and the US in 2020. At the same time, she is getting deeply involved in fields she feels passionate about, such as the intersection of music, health and neuroscience. For the past two years, she has been a sought-after speaker and given more than 25 lectures on Music and the Mind, from Calgary to Beijing, at institutions such as Stanford University, MIT and, during her recent stay in London, the Wigmore Hall.
Indeed, this is now such an important part of her life that, as artistic advisor of the Kennedy Center in Washington DC, she launched a collaboration between the Center and the US National Institutes of Health, the largest supporter of biomedical research in the world. I was curious to know what could have prompted an operatic superstar’s passionate involvement in this pioneering field of research. ‘I became interested in the subject about eight years ago, when I saw that medical researchers were studying music. I found that intriguing, especially the fact that neuroscientists were looking at the power and effect of music on the brain. Then I met Dr Francis Collins, head of the National Institutes of Health at a dinner party. Incidentally, he happens to be a terrific musician. So I told him that I was new at the Kennedy Center and I asked if he would be interested in collaborating, so that the United States’ major arts and biomedical research institutions could together highlight the work being done in this field. He immediately said yes. ‘Basically what we are trying to do is draw attention to this sector and provide a platform for scientists. I find it fascinating and I think that my audience is interested in understanding why music moves us, why it draws such an immediate emotional response and why it is so powerful that, in dementia patients, the memory of music often lasts long after other areas are lost. The public also wants to know what types of therapies are out there, and what the experts have learned about music and the brain. This is the information addressed in our discussions and lectures. 

›

‘At the Kennedy Center we have had two major conferences and ongoing activities throughout the year that connect the audience with health and wellness. Health, childhood development and creative ageing are things that everyone is passionate about. And there are many therapies out there that are useful for issues affecting the lives of millions: post-traumatic stress disorder, stroke, traumatic brain injury, dementia, pain relief, autism. So we have a couple of days when scientists, musicians and music therapists come together to present their work in a programme that the public can learn from. And the big news, I am thrilled to say, is that the NIH has just announced the establishment of a $20 million fund to support research in this area.’
Other projects for Fleming are devoted to the future of opera and song: taking the helm of the Aspen Opera Theater, one of the leading summer Young Artist Programmes in the US (with conductor Patrick Summers) and continuing both her work as Creative Consultant at Lyric Opera of Chicago, and her leadership of SongStudio, Carnegie Hall’s intensive programme for young singers studying the art of the song recital.

While active with these endeavours, Fleming has also been expanding her singing career with forays into musicals, which began with Nettie Fowler in the 2018 Broadway production of Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Carousel, for which she was nominated for a Tony Award, and the recording of the production for a Grammy. This was followed by Adam Guettel’s The Light in the Piazza (which, after its London run in the summer, enjoyed a successful engagement at Los 

By Helena Matheopoulos

The passage of time can be a challenge 
for great artists. The renowned 
American diva Renée Fleming is a 
superb role model for how to adapt as 
an opera singer as she explores new 
avenues for sharing her life experience 
and artistry, from taking part in cutting-edge new commissions to exploring 
music’s influence on the mind

Left: Fleming at the  
height of her powers and  

in her signature role as  
The Marschallin at Vienna 

State Opera;  
Below: As Margaret 

Johnson in Adam 
Guettel’s The Light in  

the Piazza
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Caveat
Accommodation in the centre of 
Florence is never easy to find and is often 
expensive. The festival itself urges people 
to book a hotel early.
www.maggiofiorentino.com

TERME DI CARACALLA 
FESTIVAL 
6 June to 7 August 

Location
Rome

History
Every summer, Rome’s Teatro dell’Opera 
produces a festival of concerts, opera 
and dance at the Ancient Roman Baths 
of Caracalla. The central caldarium (hot 
house) of this huge complex of ancient 
public baths – the second largest of the 
Roman Empire – was the company’s 

FOTOENNEVI

MAGGIO MUSICALE 
FIORENTINO 
23 April to 22 July 

Location
Florence

History 
One of Italy’s oldest festivals, Maggio 
Musicale started in 1933 on the initiative 
of conductor Vittorio Gui. Although it 
officially began as a May festival, it now 
runs from April to July, then again from 
September to December, outside the main 
tourist season.

2020 Highlights 
The festival opens with Lo sposo di tre 
e Il marito di nessuno, an opera buffa by 
Cherubini and ends with Domingo as 
Germont Père in La traviata. In all, 10 
operas will be given, including Jacopo 
Peri’s Euridice which was first staged 
in 1600 in Florence’s Palazzo Pitti to 
celebrate Maria de’ Medici’s wedding to 
King Henry IV of France. 

Practicalities
The main venue for opera during the 
festival is the starkly modern Teatro 
Maggio Fiorentino which was built in 
2011 and sits in parkland near Santa Maria 
Novella station. All the other venues 
(mainly historic) are walking distance 
within the city. Given the one-way system, 
feet can be faster than taxis in Florence. 

Where to stay
JK Place (jkplace.com) on Piazza Santa 
Maria Novella offers boutique luxury and 
very friendly service. Villa Cora (villacora.it) 
across the Arno is an immaculately restored 
19th-century mansion in its own grounds. 

Wining & Dining
Il Borro (ilborrotuscanbistro.it) is a bright 
modern bistro located inside an old chapel 
alongside the Arno (there are still frescoes 
on the ceiling). It opened to showcase 
wines from the Il Borro vineyard, 60km 
south of Florence. 

What’s good
This ambitious festival mixes the populist 
Puccinis and Verdis with pieces you may 
never hear again. And it operates out 
of season when Florentine streets are 
relatively uncrowded.

     The 
Overture
    to an 
Italian summer
By Adrian Mourby 

It’s already time to start planning your opera going for the summer months of 2020. Start 

booking now with the help of Opera Now’s guide to the best of Italy’s festivals

Opera provides the soundtrack to an Italian 
summer. You won’t just hear arias in 
trattorias and ice cream parlours but 
belted out by buskers on street corners 

and – best of all – emanating from the many opera 
festivals across the country. Some of these events 
are tiny: just one night in the dusty 50-seater opera 

house of a remote hilltop town; or in front of banks 

of temporary seating thrown up in the main piazza 

of a Tuscan village. Others are huge enterprises with 

thousands of people descending on an open-air venue 

as flashing police cars escort government ministers 

to the VIP entrance. It sometimes seems that there 

is no piece of Roman architecture that hasn’t been 
repurposed for opera, nor a Teatro Verdi that hasn’t 

been specially reopened for the Italian summer.
The longer festivals tend to be devoted to a 

particular composer, style or genre, be it the 

gargantuan stagings in Verona or the deliberately 
esoteric repertoire of Valle d’Itria. No two are 
the same, so choose your festival wisely, with the 
help of this guide.

Wherever you go, you’ll find an irrepressible, 
stylish and uniquely Italian approach to la 
dolce vita. Warm temperatures and chilled wine 
are guaranteed, as are noisy restaurants, long 
queues to get into the performance – and even 
longer queues to get out – and lots of carabinieri 
looking decorative in their immaculate uniforms 
and white helmets, standing around against a 
backdrop of Renaissance grandeur. And of course, 
there’s the music! Italy’s summer opera festivals 
remind those of us who love this country exactly 
why we do.

I’ve listed my following recommendations in 
chronological order. 

summer home from 1937 to 1993. In 1990, 
this was the venue for the first Three 
Tenors Concert. 

2020 highlights
This year there are performances of Il 
Barbiere di Siviglia, Aida and Merry Widow 
as well as three nights of Gershwin ballet 
and the usual concert by Andrea Boccelli.

Practicalities 
Rome is an easy city to get to, to stay in 
and walk around, but the metro system 
is limited compared to many capitals. 
If staying in the glam hotels around the 
Spanish Steps you’ll have to change ME 
lines at Termini to get to the Caracalla 
Baths. The bus routes are often more 
direct and often as fast as taxis. 

Where to stay 
JKRoma (jkroma.com) is a modern 
boutique hotel and Hotel Eden 

A contemporary view of Florence at the Teatro del Maggio Musicale

The Roman Baths of Caracalla provide an atmospheric setting for opera performances

Royal Opera House, 
London
MUSIC 
STAGING 
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Agrippina 

Director Kosky and wunderkind 
conductor Maxim Emelyanychev 
together cooked up an 
exhausting evening with many 

good qualities in this new production of 
Agrippina, a youthful outburst written 
for the Venice Carnival when 
Handel was in his mid-20s. But 
despite throwing the kitchen 
sink – and the rest of the batterie 
de cuisine – at the opera, much 
misses the mark, many of those 
qualities getting swamped 
in the deluge that comes 
from mucking about in 
kitchens. 

Although little 
scenery remains 
unchewed, 
it’s actually 
rather a 

controlled 
Joyce DiDonato 

who plays the 
tiger mum, seducing 
and tricking le tout 
Rome to get son 
Nero on the throne. 
Recent concert 
performances 
of Handel 
(including 
Agrippina with 
the same 
conductor 
and similar 
cast at 

Review by Robert Thicknesse  •  Photography by Bill Cooper

the Barbican a few months back) have 
shown that Joyce’s preferred mode, when 
unmediated by a director, is a kind of 
Les Dawson panto-dame; too much even 
for Kosky, apparently, who for once in 

his life must have had to say, ‘Joycey, 
darling, tone it down a bit, poppet’ in 
rehearsal. This Agrippina’s behaviour 
came at some cost to her as well as 
her entourage. We’re used to the 
unscripted whooping and yelping 
that Kosky likes his cast to emit; 

here, DiDonato would break off in 
the middle of a line to give a 

wordless animal groan or sob. 
Verge of a breakdown or just 
getting in character for her 

next faux-tearful wool-
pulling? – maybe both. 

DiDonato sang with 
really extraordinary 

art, getting shades of 
tone and meaning 

out of harmless 
little recits others 

can only 
dream 
of, the 
arias 

pinpoint 
in intent and import, with 
superhuman vocal control 
and coloratura; old-time 
vocal acting, the character 
entirely projected though 
the voice, plus real stage 

  UK      Live Reviews

nous. She’s great at the regal body-
language, the dismissive toss of the head, 
the sashaying swagger. Really, it’s more 
than any audience could reasonably ask: 
she’s been at the absolute height of her 
career for over a decade but this is as good 
as anything of hers I’ve seen.

And she was supported by terrific 
performances by Lucy Crowe (Poppea) 
and Iestyn Davies, well cast as gloomy 
Ottone, the closest Agrippina gets to a 
moral centre. Crowe is put under extreme 
stress by Emelyanychev’s excitable speeds 
and by Kosky’s freaked-out sex-kitten 
characterisation of someone actually 
striving to learn how to be human – but 
she butches it out womanfully. Her voice 
always had bags more soul than your 
average soubrette, and has a palette of 
colours to rival DiDonato’s, albeit much 
softer-grained. There’s real moral force to 
her singing, and it was the evening’s most 
beautiful too: the half-voiced da capo of 
her reconciliation aria with Ottone, ‘Esci, 
o mia vita’, was breathtaking, and their 
subsequent duet – a courtly minuet – the 
limpid, still centre of the storm.

Emelyanychev got a lively performance 
out of the Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment, though it’s a band living 
on reputation that tragically lacks bite 
and balls. Any hope for an organic musical 

performance was undone by Kosky’s jerky, 
frantic staging, which told us little about 
the piece or the characters. Kosky’s grown-
up staging of Saul at Glyndebourne – 
emphasising the political gravity, the sense 
that weighty things are at stake – was quite 
absent. Agrippina depends on the notion 
that these psychos wield the power of 
life and death over the world. You should 
laugh, but the laugh should freeze on your 
lips at the horror. Otherwise Agrippina is 
no Lady Macbeth, just Alexis Carrington, 
and nothing much matters.

Confusion and neurosis is the big 
impression: the idea being the frenzy 
for sex and power that Agrippina’s plots 
put everyone in, I guess. Franco Fagioli’s 
writhing, twitching, creepy Nerone (much 
groped by mama) is insinuatingly done, 
but the squawky bleating he does instead 
of singing now is hard to take. Gianluca 
Buratto, singing Claudio, has a velvety 
basso cantante that lacked a fifth at the 
bottom. The less said about the courtiers, 
deprived of all point or dignity for cheap 
laughs which never came, the better. 

Rebecca Ringst’s design – a fairly 
ingenious unfolding cage that becomes 
rooms and staircases, with many rather 
noisy Venetian blinds – was on a pretty 
constant revolve and this, with the cast 
charging endlessly around it, substituted 

for meaningful stage action, or the building 
of character through physical gesture. After 
about three hours of flouncy campery – 
cartoonish scamperings colliding with a 
would-be Ray Cooney-style Where’s My 
Trousers? farce – Kosky changed direction 
in Agrippina’s late aria ‘Se vuoi pace’, 
presented as an entirely sincere thirst for 
peace. Well, ok, but it smacks of wanting 
the piece to be something it isn’t. At the 
end, Agrippina, blanked by everyone 
during the final chorus, sat in the dark as 

Clockwise from far left: A soubrette with real soul: 

Lucy Crowe as Poppea; L-R: Iestyn Davies, Gianluca 
Buratto and Franco Fagioli make a bid for Poppea; 

Tiger mum Agrippina takes charge

Forget ‘less is more’. If you’re Barrie Kosky, more is more – oh possums, 

so much more! – although clearly never enough

Shades of tone and meaning: 
Joyce DiDonato  
as Agrippina

the shutters came down and the orchestra 
played the gorgeous reverie ‘Hide me from 
day’s garish eye’ from L’Allegro. It was nice, 
but I didn’t buy it – because I’d been sold 
something else entirely for the previous 
three acts. ON
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Profile      Christian Lacroix 

Where costume  
meets haute couture

Christian Lacroix has just designed the 
costumes for one of the most eagerly 
awaited opera productions of the season: Le nozze di Figaro, currently running at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in Paris. Mozart’s opera is directed by the acclaimed Hollywood director James Gray, whose film Ad Astra – starring Brad Pitt in one of the most masterful portrayals of his career – was one of this autumn’s most fascinating movies. ‘Designing for the theatre allows me to breathe,’ were Lacroix’s first words after his first successful foray into opera: Carmen at the Arènes de Nîmes in 1989. ‘My vibrations are much more attuned to opera than to fashion pure and simple,’ he added, realising 

fully that as a star couturier, this was ‘not a very nice thing to say’.
‘What I like most about working in the theatre is that one cannot be an egoist. One has to be humble. In fashion, the designer is boss – both as far as the concept of a collection is concerned, and its presentation to the public – whereas in stage design, the opposite is true! It is the director of the production who decides, and I am there to illustrate his imagination. Sometimes it’s very precise, both in terms of shapes and colours, and sometimes it’s much freer. But my pleasure and satisfaction lie in sketching according to the director’s wishes. Of course, at the same time I need to be fair and true to 

›

Christian Lacroix: ‘There 
has to be total chemistry, 
or alchemy, between the 

piece, the director and 
myself ’

By Helena Matheopoulos

He may be an iconic figure in the world of fashion, but ever since a love of opera was sparked in his childhood, Christian Lacroix dreamt of becoming a costume designer, an ambition that he has realised to great acclaim since working on his first opera 20 years ago

myself as well, by feeling and experiencing the work at hand very deeply and as coherently as possible with my own style, approach and sense of pleasure. This implies the existence of total chemistry, or alchemy, between the piece, the director and myself. If this kind of rapport does not exist, no way would I accept the assignment. I’m usually very cautious!’The invitation to design this Nozze production came in a most surprising way: ‘I remember raving about James’ earlier movie The Lost City of Z, both on the film itself and also on his use of costumes – even just one hat alone, to express the passing of time. And a short while later, while on a train in Switzerland on my way to Dresden or Salzburg for Verdi’s Otello, 

among snowy landscapes, I got an email asking if I would agree to the Champs-Elysées proposing my name to James Gray as a costume designer for his production of Le nozze di Figaro! A dream come true…‘This is quite a challenge for James just after his recent science fiction movie Ad Astra and one of the reasons why this production is so keenly anticipated… I had a few meetings with him. First he briefed me and then, as is my wont, I sent him several documents: historic paintings, engravings and some pictures of real period costumes of the time. He responded very positively. And, to my glee, he asked me for a totally authentic 18th-century production, since he is conscious of the crucial importance of the period in this opera, which may not be the case for Così or Don Giovanni, which are less connected with the historical customs and spirit of the times. ‘Then we worked more precisely on each character. He chose some silhouettes, colours and materials, following my idea of portraits by Velázquez and paintings by Goya. I proposed having the eldest and most old-fashioned or “dark” characters (Marzelina, Curzio, Basilio etc) dressed in styles reminiscent of Velázquez and the 17th century. The Aristocrats in mid 18th-century luxury, but not cutting edge fashion. And the “people” (Figaro, Barbarina and choir) in a later 18th-, almost early 19th-century style, inspired by Goya.’How does Lacroix see each of the four protagonists in Le nozze di Figaro and how will his costumes reflect this view? ‘The Countess is very classic, fashionable but not too much so, not dressed according to the extreme contemporary Paris trends. We are in Spain and it’s as if she follows fashion a little bit late, with a sense of “grandeur”. James wants her in red. Same for the Count: he has a paisley gown, a red hunting costume and a richly embroidered court habit. James asked for the costumes of the aristocratic characters to be so opulent that they appear ravishing to us but monstrous to the peasants.
‘Susanna starts off very classic, as a typical servant of those days. But she becomes more eccentric or trendy with her wedding gown, with a hint of black and red on her white dress, inspired by Goya. And for Figaro’s costume, I tried to stay faithful to the first historic costumes for him in both the Beaumarchais play and the premiere of Mozart’s opera, also in Goya style, inspired by ethnic Spanish folk costumes.’Lacroix has already designed productions of Don Giovanni and Così fan tutte. Figaro completes the cycle of Mozart’s Da Ponte operas. Which is his favourite of the three? ‘I participated in only one production of Don Giovanni in Switzerland, a long time ago and 

‘As a child going to the opera, the spectacle on stage usually so dissatisfied or infuriated me that once back home, I substituted my own designs’
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KEY FACTS
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OVER 50,000 
FOLLOWERS
across our print, digital 
and online platforms 
worldwide

     60% of readers are singers

9 live performances
2 opera screenings
the average number attended each year

3 recordings
the average number 
purchased each month

MAGAZINE & DIGITAL EDITION
Combined readership  5,000
30,000 music students can access the magazine 
via libraries that subscribe, including the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland, Royal Welsh College of Music 
and University of the Arts London.

WEBSITE, NEWSLETTER & 
SOCIAL
JANUARY 2022
Monthly page views 12,000
Monthly users 8,500
E-newsletter recipients 3,500
Facebook 12,000
Twitter 22,500

READERSHIP PROFILE
• Nearly half our readers are based in the UK
• Overseas readership includes 22% in North 

America and 22% in Continental Europe
• 65% Male
• Average age 59

LOYALTY & ENGAGEMENT
• A third of Opera Now readers have subscribed 

for 5+ years
• The average reader spends 55 minutes reading 

each new edition

PERFORMING & TEACHING
• 60% of readers are singers, over a third of whom 

identify as professional or semi-professional

• 18% teach music and have an average of 5 
students each

LIVE MUSIC, CINEMA & TRAVEL
• The average Opera Now reader attends  

9 live performances and 2 opera screenings 
per year

• Half of our readers travel aboard at least once 
per year to attend a classical music event

• 83% of readers are interested in holidays 
oriented around opera

LISTENING HABITS
• The average Opera Now reader purchases three 

recordings per month (CD, DVD, SACD, digital)

• 36% of readers intend to spend an average of 
£600 on audio equipment over the coming year

• A quarter of readers subscribe to a music 
streaming service
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Giulio Cesare
Review by James Imam  •  Photography by Brescia/Amisano

Julius Caesar, the victorious Western general, steps out of a blacked-out car into a desert military compound. The 

Arab commanders Cleopatra and Ptolemy plot their next moves on computer screens in a war room. The former 

falls madly in love with Caesar. As two civil wars deepen, entire squadrons are mowed down by machine gun fire

Written for the King’s 
Theatre in 1724, Handel’s 
Giulio Cesare, which 
depicts the intertwining 

fates of ancient Egyptians and Romans 
at war, sought to capitalise on London’s 
burgeoning commercial interest in 
the Orient. Similarly, by relocating the 
action to a modern war-torn Middle 
East, director Robert Carsen mines the 
contemporary collective imagination – and 
not without a kick of irony to accentuate 
the sparkle in Handel’s tunes. Opposing 
dignitaries on a charm offensive warily 
exchange gifts. A pipeline seen during the 
final chorus indicates the romance never 
amounted to more than Realpolitik.

The production’s strength lies in its 
ability to integrate the kaleidoscope of 
themes and emotions rooted in the opera. 

Its success is largely thanks to the singers. 
Stepping in for Cecilia Bartoli, who has 
bowed out of La Scala’s Handel trilogy, 
Danielle De Niese’s Cleopatra has added 
layers of psychological depth than the 
sensuous enchantress that catapulted 
her to Glyndebourne fame over a decade 
ago. While artfully seductive (Parnassus 
becomes a cinema in which Cesare is 
wooed by a collage of Cleopatras), De 
Niese also cuts a Rambo-like warrior 
queen in combat trousers with oodles of 
cunning to match. 

Last year’s Tamerlano saw La Scala 
unleash fully fledged Handelian 
countertenors on an adoring public for 
the first time. Now it has cast three of 
them capable of generating the public 
excitement of Handel’s most prized 
castrati. Bejun Mehta’s heroic Cesare 

effortlessly filled the auditorium with 
his focused, voluptuous sound; Philippe 
Jaroussky’s florid Sesto was less grounded 
by solid technique. Christophe Dumaux’s 
bearded Tolomeo was mad, bad and 
vocally powerful. As La Scala takes its 
first strides into barely charted territory, 
how good to have such contrasting vocal 
specimens. Sara Mingardo and Christian 
Senn were reliable as the despairing 
Cornelia and treacherous Achilla. 

Driving the drama from the pit, the 
Milanese Early Music specialist Giovanni 
Antonini weaved buoyant dance-rhythms, 
mournful strains and white-hot flashes 
into a spacious, ravishing whole. I can 
safely say that Handel fever has caught 
hold in Milan. How long before more of 
the nation’s opera houses are scrambling 
to present these glorious works? ON

Clockwise from left: The ancient 
theatre of war is brought up to date  
in Robert Carsen’s production;  
Christophe Dumaux as a mad, 
bad Tolomeo; The art of seduction: 
Danielle De Niese as Cleopatra; A 
heroic Bejun Mehta as Giulio Cesare 

Teatro alla Scala, Milan
MUSIC 
STAGING 
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Sponsored articles
Opera Now extends the opportunity for leading 
organisations to provide sponsored content for both the 
magazine and website. Whether it’s a festival, concert, 
competition or new product, our editorial team can 
produce the content you need to help put you in the 
spotlight.  

Website and e-marketing
Attracting over 12,000 page views per month, operanow.
co.uk carries a wide range of news, reviews, travel features 
and listings. It’s the perfect place to enhance your 
visibility through digital advertising or taking advantage 
of our sponsored content options – including featured 
articles, sponsored stories and hosted videos. Advertorial 
slots and banner advertising are also available in our 
monthly e-newsletter, which reaches 3,500+ followers. 
 

Social media promotions
With a following of over 34,500, Opera Now’s social media 
pages are a great way to gain extra traction when booking 
a print or digital campaign and provide a platform for 
engaging discussion and debate. 

Reprints
Our team of editorial staff and designers can compile new 
or existing materials to create high quality brochures and 
promotional material for your event or product. Please 
get in touch with our commercial team to discuss this 
opportunity further. 

Strategic partnerships 
Opera Now enjoys strategic partnerships with 
organisations such as Grange Park Opera and 
the Mascarade Opera Studio in Florence. These 
offer mutual benefits in terms of promotional 
opportunities and member/subscriber add-ons. For 
more information about how your organisation can 
become a strategic partner, please contact one of our 
commercial team. 

OTHER TITLES
We publish a wide range of music magazines, 
including Gramophone, International Piano and Choir 
& Organ plus Jazzwise and Songlines. If you are keen to 
reach an enhanced audience by advertising in more 
than one publication alongside Opera Now, please ask 
for details.

WE CAN SOLVE YOUR CHALLENGES
Opera Now is the voice of the international opera world. Featuring news, reviews, artist interviews,  
performance listings and provocative opinion pieces, it is the go-to platform for anyone wanting to 
reach opera enthusiasts. With a dedicated following of over 50,000, across our print, digital and 
social media platforms, there is no better place to promote your concert series, product, festival or 
competition. Let Opera Now put you centre stage.  

OTHER PRODUCTS
Opera Now Wall Calendar
The Opera Now Wall Calendar is a beautifully 
designed and printed product featuring striking 
images of opera houses and productions around 
the world. Date boxes highlight key competitions, 
festivals, opera tours, box office opening dates and 
new stagings.
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

24 26 28 2925 27
Music Theatre Wales 
Denis & Katya
Philip Venables/Ted Huffman
UK Premiere, then touring
www.musictheatre.wales

1 2

53
7
Hungarian State Opera 

The Master and Margarita
Gyöngyösi 
New Production, 7 to 16 February
Eiffel Art Studios, Budapest
www.opera.hu

64 8
2020 Winter Opera Festival 

La bohème Puccini 
8 February to 21 March
Sarasota Opera, Florida, USA
www.sarasotaopera.org

9

1917 21 2018 22
2020 Winter Opera Festival 

The Elixir of Love Donizetti 
22 February to 21 March
Sarasota Opera, Florida, USA
www.sarasotaopera.org

23

10 12 1411 13 15
2020 Winter Opera Festival 

Romeo and Juliet Gounod 
15 February to 20 March 
Sarasota Opera, Florida, USA
www.sarasotaopera.org

16

FEBRUARY 2020
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

JULY 2020

27
2928

30 

1  
3

Santa Fe Opera Festival3 July to 29 August
Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA
www.santafeopera.org

2  
4 5

8
6

109
7

Martin Randall Travel
Music in The Loire Valley 7 to 13 July
www.martinrandall.com

11 12

22
20

2423
21

25

Bayreuth Festival
25 July to 29 August. New production of The Ring directed by Valentin Schwarz www.bayreuther-festspiele.de

26

13 
15

17
Sferisterio – Macerata Opera Festival 

17 July to 9 August. Macerata, Italy Theme: #biancocoraggio –‘White as courage’www.sferisterio.it

14

Festival della Valle d’Itria 14 to 31 July
Ducal Palace, Martina Franca, Italywww.festivaldellavalleditria.it

16
18

Salzburg Festival
18 July to 30 August
Salzburg, Austria
www.salzburgerfestspiele.at

19

31 
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DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Cover Wrap/Gatefold £5,000
DPS £3,750
Cover £2,750
Full Page £2,000
Half Page Vertical/
Horizontal

£1,100

Quarter Page/Banner £600
WALL CALENDAR 
Front Cover Sponsor £2,000
Image and logo branding on 
a month of your choice

£1,000

Enhanced date box £150
Standard date box £100
WEB ADVERTISING
Header Banner £1,000 per month
Premium MPU £750 per month
Standard MPU £500 per month
E-NEWSLETTERS 
Sponsored news story £1,000
Large Banner x 1 £750
Small Banner x 1 £550
SOCIAL MEDIA 
Twitter tweet £200
Facebook post £150
OTHER SPONSORED CONTENT 
Advertorials £POA
Hosted video £750

St Jude’s Church,
Dulwich Road, London,

SE24 0PB, UK
+44 (0)20 7738 5454

www.markallengroup.com

ADVERTISING

CONTACTS
Title Manager
Liam-Rhys Jones  •  +44 (0)7711 769792  •  liam.jones@markallengroup.com

Publishing Director
Owen Mortimer  •  +44 (0)7405 181180  •  owen.mortimer@markallengroup.com

Part of

FEATURES LIST 2022-23
MONTH FOCUS DEADLINE ON SALE
April Regional focus: North & South America 4 March 21 March

May Regional focus: Scandinavia/Nordics 1 April 19 April

June Regional focus: Italy, Spain  & 
Mediterranean

6 May 23 May

July Regional focus: Baltics & Eastern 
Europe

1 June 20 June

August Special issue: Verdi 8 July 25 July

September Regional focus: France & Benelux 5 August 22 August

October Regional focus: Australia & Asia-Pacific 2 September 19 September

November Regional focus: Baltics 30 September 17 October

December Regional focus: Germany & Austria 4 November 21 November

January Awards issue: Best of 2022 2 December 19 December

February Travel focus: Opera in the sun 6 January 23 January

March Young artists and emerging talent 3 February 20 February


